
To: President Ryuji Kwon  
Universal Workers Co., Ltd. 
 

Hashima(Gunkanjima) Safety Contract 
 

1. By signing below, I confirm having read and understood the safety rules upon the 

landing on the Gunkanjima. I will: 
① Remain in the designated pathways as well as within the observation desks all the time during the tour 

② Refrain from doing the following acts: a. climbing any fences; b. ignoring any instructions;  

c. drinking alcohol & smoking d. damaging any facilities; e. leaving any litter and garbage; f. flying drone; 

g. annoying other guests; h. setting fire; and, i. political acts like handing banners and demonstration.  

③ Follow any instructions given by staffs. 

④ Wear shoes and clothes suitable for the landing. 

⑤ Inform in advance if I want to land with small children and/or persons with physical disabilities.  

⑥ Be photographed and reported to the police if I enter the restricted area on Hashima as an evidence of breaching 

the rules.  

⑦ Join the tour with companions who can help if I am difficult to walk during the tour. 

2. Other tour-related issues to be understood: 
① The landing on Hashima might not be possible depending on weather and sea conditions. 

With safety as the first and foremost priority, the Captain will make the final decision about the landing when the 

ship approaches the island. In case that the landing on Hashima is not carried out, you will get: 

<Regular Ticket>the refund of the admission fee + Gunkanjima Digital Museum free ticket 

<Priority Ticket> the refund of the admission fee + original goods 

<Premium Ticket> the refund of the admission fee + limited Gunkajima goods 

② Tour guide book (free of charge; English) is available but we never offer any refund/ compensation even if there 

is any problem. 

③ The upper deck seats might have some sprays and splashes of water depending on weather and sea conditions. 

④ No audio recording and videotaping of the guide and introduction on the screen during the whole tour. 

⑤ No use of any type of umbrellas on the island because the pathways and observation areas are limited and 

narrow. 

⑥ Inform in advance if I am pregnant, difficult with walking, with physical disabilities,etc. ( In order to provide 

appropriate tour, we sincerely appreciate for your notification) 

⑦ Neither Gunkanjima Concierge Co., Ltd nor Nagasaki City can hold any responsibility in case of any accidents 

or damages caused by individuals who do not follow the safety instructions and guidance. 

I confirm that I have read and agree with all the items mentioned above. 

Name: (First)                 (Last)                 (Signature)                              

Date (DD/MM/YY)                                                                         

Country:                     Address:                                                     


